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Small Air Purifiers    



Large Air Purifiers



Large Air Purifiers

ON TOP OF MULTI-FACETED MONITORING
The quality PM2.5,TVOC,filter life, air temperature and air humidity are displayed

in real time, and the envioronment quality is under control. 
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Medium Size Air Purifiers



Air Purifiers with Humidifier





Sterllizer air Disinfector air Humidifier



Sterllizer air Disinfector air Humidifier



UF Water Purifier



UF Water Purifier



RO Large Flux Tankless Water Purifiers



RO Water Purifier



UF Water filter



UF Water filter





Hyderogen RO Water dispensor



UF Water Purifiers



Reverse Osmosis



FCWP3160FF

Hydrogen RO water Dispenser



Hydrogen water Bottles



Alkaline Water ionizers



Alkaline Water ionizers

Not all
Water is
Created
Equal



Hydrogen water Jugs



Product name DGM1 DGM2 

Production of chlorine- 
containing substance  Sodium hypochlorite Hypochlorous acid 

Does i t need to di lute no no 

Salt / water ratio 30 g salt: 1L water 6g salt: 1L wate  

Electrolysis time 4-17 minutes 13 minutes 

Available chlorine 500mg / L 50 ~ 70mg / L 

Capacity 2L 2L 

Disinfectant Generator



Water From Air 
Integrated Renewable Water Systems

Residential Rewater Generator

Free Cool  water generator
Safe potable water is essential for 
health. We sometimes take our water 
supply for granted.

Are you currently under mandatory 
water restrictions, and worry about 
the fate of your urban garden, flower 
beds, or greenhouse? One of Free 
Cool’s small industrial units can 
create water every day that you can 
use for watering your plants.

Do you regularly buy bottled water 
for your household? Did you know 
that an average household spends over 
4 times as much a year on bottled 
water, over creating their own water 
from the air with Free Cool? And 
think of all the plastic bottle waste you 
are preventing
Are you a leader in the green or 
sustainability community? Do you see 
the benefits in promoting this 
technology to teach the future 
generations that there are solutions to 
help hydrate people and save the 
planet from plastic waste?
Do you live in a town where you rely 
on well water, and the wells are drying 
up? Sounds like you need to create 
water from the air to supplement your 
drinking water, and even your entire 
household’s water supply.

Atmospheric water generator

Super large LCD touch screen, user-friendly design, 
intuitive and convenient operation.
•The machine is "a new", state of the art water
generating machine which takes moisture out of thin 
air and turns it into pure drinking water.
•The Multi-stage filtration system not only Effectively
removing the acid characteristics contain the 
necessary microelement and minerals.
5 stages filtration system. The reverse Osmosis is 
imported from USA and Korea
•The multi-stage filtration system ensures the purest
drinking water by using the" Reverse Osmosis" 
technology
and“Ultra Violet" lights in the water circulation 
system.

The Atmospheric Water Generator is a humidity and 
temperature driven machine. This means the 
machine totally depends on the level of humidity in 
the air and the temperature to produce water. 
Ideally , the humidity level should be at least 50% or 
above to achieve the machine’s optimum 
performance.

In places with lower humidity level, the machine will 
still produce water, but not as quickly, nor as much 
as in places with high level of humidity. Higher level 
of humidity most commonly near an open window or 
lower level basement.

Did you know that Free Cool 
atmospheric water generators 
are perfect for places with scarcity
of water. around the world. 
They create water that can be 
used to fill canteens and water 
buffalo tanks, and provide the 
people with their minimum daily 
requirement of water.  



 
 

 

Commercial   rewater generator

Free Cool water generator

For Commercial water generator
 

Free Cool Atmospheric water generator 
is a high tech product, making drinking 
water without resorting to any water 
source, this high tech state of the art 
machine is fit for an army base
airport, hospital, schools, homes, 
business, "anywhere".Our Atmospheric 
water generator is good for developing 
countries that do not have clean 
drinking water resources available

How to transform air into pure water?

The ATMOSPHERIC WATER 
GENERATOR SYSTEM is a new, state of 
the art air to drinking water generating 
machine which takes humidity out of the 
air you breathe and turns it into pure 
drinking water.

How many liters does if produce per 
day?

These systems can produce up to 36 
liters of water in a 24-hour period and 
could store up to 16 liters. All water 
produced depends on the wattage , air 
temperature and air humidity.

Free Coll  largest water generator 
enables users to create up to 5000 liters 
of pure drinking water, right out of the 
atmosphere every day, requiring no 
piped in water. Our systems come in 
four models offering different capacities. 
Each model can be placed on top of 
buildings, as well as on ground level. In 
addition, the machines are scalable. So 
they can be placed in sequence to fulfill 
the most sizeable water requirements.

The Atmospheric water generator has 
been designed to work outdoors in most 
hot or humid climates worldwide with 
humidity levels of 35% to 90%. Our 
Atmospheric water generators provide 
daily Safe drinking water affordable.

Atmospheric water generator

Did you know that Free Cool 
atmospheric water generators 
are perfect for places with scarcity
of water. around the world. 
They create water that can be 
used to fill canteens and water 
buffalo tanks, and provide the 
people with their minimum daily 
requirement of water.  

Moisture in the air   Air Filter   Evaporator  EVA guide  Tubing hose
Bottom reservoir Tank   Three way solenoid valve   Booster pump  
Micro sediment filter   Pre GAC filter   UF Membrane Filter  Post ZGAC filter
UV lamp   Top reservation tank   Hot & Cold tank  Bottom
reservation tank (re-circulation system)

Commercial Atmospheric 
Water systems



Atmospheric Water systems



Commercial Atmospheric Water systems

Models Produc�on
Capacity Humiduty Range

Working
Temperature Fliter System Packing Size

FCWG120A 250 L
23.0A

PP+UDF or
PP+CTO+T33 1000*570*1700mm

1500*570*1900mm

3500*2200*2050mm

500 L
25.0A
1000 L
50.0A

FCWG200A

FCWG3000

Power : 2220V / 50 Hz or 110V / 60Hz

35% - 95%

35% - 95%

35% - 95%
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